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Abstract
Given an n  n symmetric positive definite matrix A and a vector Ec, two numerical methods
for approximating A1=2Ec are developed, analyzed, and computationally tested. The first meth-
od applies a Newton iteration to a specific nonlinear system to approximate A1=2Ec while the
second method applies a step-control method to numerically solve a specific initial-
value problem to approximate A1=2Ec. Assuming that A is first reduced to tridiagonal form,
the first method requires O.n2/ operations per iteration while the second method requires
O.n/ operations per iteration. In contrast, numerical methods that first approximate A1=2 and
then compute A1=2Ec generally require O.n3/ operations per iteration. © 2000 Elsevier Science
Inc. All rights reserved.
AMS classification: 65F30
Keywords: Matrix square root; Numerical method; Nonlinear system; Initial-value problem; Lanczos
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1. Introduction
Let A be a given n  n symmetric positive definite matrix and Ec a given vector of
length n. In this investigation, numerical methods for directly approximating A1=2Ec
are described, analyzed, and computationally compared. These methods differ from
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the approach of first approximating A1=2 and then calculating A1=2Ec which generally
require O.n3/ operations per iteration. The numerical methods described here for
directly approximating A1=2Ec can be achieved in O.n2/ or in O.n/ operations per
iteration assuming that A is first reduced to tridiagonal form. The initial reduction of
A to tridiagonal form requires about 4n3=3 operations.
These numerical methods can be applied, for example, in numerical solution of
stochastic differential equations. Two specific such applications occur in popula-
tion dynamics [1] and in neutron transport [2]. In these problems, systems of Ito
stochastic differential equations arise of the form
dEy=dt D f .Ey; t/ C A1=2.Ey; t/ d EW.t/=dt;
Ey.0/ D Ey.0/; (1.1)
where A.Ey; t/ is a known n  n symmetric positive definite matrix, vector Ey is a
function of time t, and EW.t/ is the n-dimensional Wiener process. (Any symmetric
square root of A can be substituted into (1.1). This follows from the forward Kol-
mogorov equation [3] which describes the probability distribution of Ey.t/. For A1=2
symmetric, the forward Kolmogorov equation depends on the elements of A and not
of A1=2.) To solve (1.1) numerically using Euler’s method, for example, results in
the iteration
EymC1 D Eym C f .Eym; tm/1t C A1=2.Eym; tm/Em
p
1t (1.2)
for m D 0; 1; 2 : : : ; where tm D m1t , Eym  Ey.tm/, and .Em/i 2 N.0; 1/ for i D 1; 2;
: : : ; n: To compute (1.2) at each time step, it is necessary to approximate the product
A1=2.Eym; tm/Em given A.Eym; tm/ and Em. (It does not appear possible to reformulate
(1.1) or to devise a numerical method where the square root of A does not appear in
the iteration.)
Before describing the numerical methods for directly approximating A1=2Ec, it
is important to review numerical methods for approximating A1=2. There has been
much recent interest in developing numerical methods for calculating A1=2 [4–16]. In
particular, Lakic and Petkovic [13] derive third-order methods, based on the Euler–
Chebyshev method, for n  n matrices with real nonnegative eigenvalues. In their
second method, Tm ! A1=2 as m ! 1, where B D A=kAk; R0 D I; S0 D B, and
RmC1 D Rm

3
8
I C 3
4
Sm

I − 1
6
Sm

;
SmC1 D Sm

3
8
I C 3
4
Sm

I − 1
6
Sm
−2
; (1.3)
Tm D
pkAkRm:
Higham [11] recommends for A symmetric positive definite the following second-
order Newton iteration in which Xm ! A1=2 as m ! 1, where A D RTR (Chole-
sky factorization), Y0 D R, and
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YmC1 D 12 .Ym C Y−Tm /;
Xm D Y TmR:
(1.4)
In addition, Higham recommends using the numerically stable Schur method of
Björck and Hammarling [5] for a general n  n matrix A. In this method, first the
Schur form of A is computed, i.e. A D QT Q. Then A1=2 D QRQ where
R D T 1=2 and T is upper triangular. The matrix R can be computed using the
algorithm:
for j D 1 V n
rjj D t1=2jj
for i D j − 1 V −1 V 1
rij D
0
@tij −
j−1X
kDiC1
rikrkj
1
A =.rii C rjj / (1.5)
end
end.
For A symmetric positive definite, the Schur form of A is QDQ, where D is diago-
nal so A1=2 D QD1=2Q. In Refs. [5–16], many interesting methods for numerically
computing A1=2 are described. The above three methods are representative and the
methods involve at least O.n2/ floating point operations per iteration. (For example,
Lu’s method [14] requires about 10n3=3 C 5n2m=2 operations, where m is an inte-
ger that depends on the desired accuracy of the approximation.) For large systems,
these methods are computationally time consuming. The only other numerical meth-
od available for estimating A1=2Ec employs a Krylov procedure for approximating
functions [17]. When the n  n symmetric matrix A is very large, then A1=2Ec can be
approximated using the Krylov subspace
Km.A; Ec/ D spanfEc;AEc;A2Ec; : : : ; Am−1Ecg; (1.6)
where m 6 n. Let Vm D TEv1; Ev2; : : : ; EvmU be an orthonormal basis for (1.6) where
Ev1 D Ec=kEck2. The best approximation to A1=2Ec from (1.6) is given by
A1=2Ec  kEck2VmV TmA1=2VmEe1; (1.7)
where Ee1 D .1; 0; : : : ; 0/T. However, Eq. (1.7) requires A1=2VmEe1. If the Lanczos
method is used to create the orthonormal basis Vm then we have
AVm D VmTm C EfmEeTm;
Tm D V TmAVm; (1.8)
where Vm is an n  m matrix, VmEe1 D Ec=kEck2, V TmVm D I , Tm is an m  m sym-
metric tridiagonal matrix, and Efm satisfies V Tm Efm D 0. Using Tm D V TmAVm, T 1=2m
approximates V TmA1=2Vm. This gives the following approximation to A1=2Ec
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A1=2Ec  kEck2VmT 1=2m Ee1: (1.9)
However, application of this procedure still requires computing the square root of
the tridiagonal matrix Tm by some numerical method such as by one of the methods
described above.
In the present investigation, two numerical methods for directly approximating
A1=2Ec, without explicitly approximating A1=2, are described, analyzed, and compu-
tationally compared. The first method involves applying a modified Newton proce-
dure to solve a specific nonlinear system. The second method involves applying a
step-control method to solve a specific initial-value problem. If matrix A is initially
reduced to tridiagonal form, only O.n2/ arithmetic operations per iteration are re-
quired in the first method to compute A1=2Ec and only O.n/ operations per iteration
are required in second method to compute A1=2Ec. Reduction of A to tridiagonal form
requires about 43n
3 operations but is only performed once. Specifically, A is reduced
to tridiagonal form using Householder similarity transformations to obtain
A D QTT Q; (1.10)
where T is tridiagonal and QTQ D I . Then, either the Newton or the step-control
numerical method is used to calculate T 1=2 OEc where OEc D QEc. Finally, A1=2Ec is given
by
A1=2Ec D QTT 1=2 OEc D QTT 1=2QEc: (1.11)
Only once, initially, are O.n3/ operations required and that is to compute Q and T .
(Notice that, alternatively, A can be reduced to tridiagonal form using the Lanczos
method and if m < n approximation (1.9) can be applied. However, in the present
investigation, Householder similarity transformations appeared to provide greater
accuracy and were used to reduce A to tridiagonal form in all the numerical exam-
ples.)
Before describing these two numerical methods, it is useful to state some impor-
tant results about square roots of matrices. A nonsingular matrix always has at least
one square root [18]. A singular matrix may not have a square root. Consider, for
example,
0 1
0 0

:
A nonsingular matrix may have an infinite number of square roots. For example,
A D

1 0
0 1

D

cos  sin 
sin  − cos 
2
for any value of  . An n  n matrix with n distinct nonzero eigenvalues has 2n square
roots [18]. Finally, a positive (semi-)definite matrix has a unique positive (semi-)
definite square root [19].
In Section 2, a numerical method for approximating A1=2Ec is described that is
based on solving a nonlinear system using a modified Newton’s method. In Sec-
tion 3, it is shown that numerical solution of a certain initial-value problem yields
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an approximation to A1=2Ec. A step-control procedure based on the Runge–Kutta–
Fehlberg (RKF) method is used to approximately solve the initial-value problem to
estimate A1=2Ec. These methods are computationally compared in Section 4. The two
numerical methods are completely different, the methods are useful for comparison
purposes, and extensions of the methods may result in additional applications.
2. A modified Newton method
Let the function F.Ex/ be defined as
F.Ex/ D
2
6664
ExTEx − EcTAEc
ExTAEx − EcTA2Ec
:::
ExTAn−1 Ex − EcTAnEc
3
7775 ; (2.1)
i.e. .F .Ex//i D ExTAi−1 Ex − EcTAi Ec. Clearly, a solution of F.Ex/ D E0 is Ex D A1=2Ec,
where A1=2 is any symmetric square root of A.
In this section, a modified Newton’s method is described and analyzed for com-
puting the solution of F.Ex/ D E0. Consider first Newton’s method for solution of
F.Ex/ D E0:
ExkC1 D Exk − .F 0.Exk//−1F.Exk/ for k D 0; 1; 2; : : : (2.2)
with Ex0 given and where
F 0.Ex/ D 2
2
6664
ExT
ExTA
:::
ExTAn−1
3
7775 : (2.3)
Applying a Newton attraction theorem [20], the following result is obtained.
Theorem 2.1. Let A1=2 be a square root of A and let Ez D A1=2Ec. Assume that F 0.Ez/
is nonsingular. Then there exists a  > 0 and an open ball S about Ez, i.e. S D fEx 2
Rn V kEx − Ezk2 < g, such that F.Ex/ D E0 has the unique solution Ez in S and the se-
quence fExkg1kD0 defined by (2.2) converges to Ez provided that Ex0 2 S.
Proof. See [20], Theorem 10.2.2. 
Eq. (2.2) can be written in the convenient form
ExkC1 D 12 Exk C Ebk;
F 0.Exk/Ebk D Er;
(2.4)
where Er D TEcTAEc EcTA2Ec    EcTAn−1EcUT: Eq. (2.4) is now modified to ensure that
ExTk Exk D EcTAEc D w2 for each k. Specifically,
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ExkC1 D w. 12 Exk C Ebk/=wk;
F 0.Exk/Ebk D Er; (2.5)
wk D .. 12 Exk C Ebk/T. 12 Exk C Ebk//1=2;
where w D .EcTAEc/1=2. Eq. (2.5) is the modified form of Newton’s method that is
studied in the present investigation. Before presenting an error analysis of this meth-
od, it is worthwhile to note that often a good choice for Ex0 is given by
Ex0 D wEy=kEyk2; (2.6)
where Ey satisfies
Ey D .D1=2 C B/Ec (2.7)
with BD1=2 C D1=2B D A − D, and D is the diagonal matrix associated with A, that
is Dii D Aii for 1 6 i 6 n. This approximation results by letting A1=2 D D1=2 C
B, squaring this expression, and neglecting the B2 term. Matrix B can be rapidly
calculated as Bij D .A − D/ij =.D1=2ii C D1=2jj / for 1 6 i; j 6 n. In addition, if the
conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied and Ex0 D C0Ec, where C0 is symmetric, then
it can be shown that Exk D Ck Ec for k D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; where each Ck is symmetric. In
this case, the sequence fExkg1kD0 converges to A1=2Ec where A1=2 is symmetric.
For method (2.5), the Newton–Kantorovich theorem [20] can be applied to prove
that the method converges quadratically provided that kEx0 − A1=2Eck2 is sufficiently
small. However, for this specific problem, it is simpler to directly prove a quadratic
convergence result than to show that the conditions of the Newton–Kantorovich the-
orem are satisfied. Therefore, the following theorem and proof are presented in this
paper.
Theorem 2.2. Let A1=2 be a square root of symmetric positive definite n  n matrix
A and define R D F 0.A1=2Ec/. Assume that R is nonsingular. Let E"k D Exk − A1=2Ec,
where Exk is defined by (2.5). Let p D .Pn−1mD0 kAk2m2 /1=2. If kE"0k2 6 q D min.w; 19
pkR−1k2/, where w2 D EcTAEc, then kE"kC1k2 6 8pkR−1k2kE"kk22 for k D 0; 1; 2; : : :
and Exk ! A1=2Ec as k ! 1.
Proof. The proof uses an inductive argument. Assume that kE"kk2 6 q . It will be
shown that this implies that kE"kC1k2 6 q and that kE"kC1k2 6 8pkR−1kkE"kk22. These
inequalities imply that E"k ! E0 as k ! 1.
First, since Exk D A1=2Ec C E"k , by (2.5),
A1=2Ec C E"kC1 D w. 12A1=2Ec C 12 E"k C Ebk/=wk: (2.8)
Define Ezk by
Ezk D Ebk − 12A1=2Ec C 12 E"k: (2.9)
Then (2.8) becomes
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E"kC1 D .A1=2Ec C Ezk/=.1 C rk/1=2 − A1=2Ec; (2.10)
where
rk D .2EzTk A1=2Ec C EzTk Ezk/=w2: (2.11)
Taking the product E"TkC1E"kC1 gives
kE"kC1k22 D 2w2 − 2.A1=2Ec/T.A1=2Ec C Ezk/=.1 C rk/1=2: (2.12)
Consider Ezk . As F 0.E"k C A1=2Ec/Ebk D Er , then
F 0.E"k C A1=2Ec/Ezk D 12F 0.E"k/E"k: (2.13)
Letting Ck D F 0.E"k/, (2.13) becomes
.R C Ck/Ezk D 12CkE"k: (2.14)
But kCkk2 6 2pkE"kk2 and by hypothesis, kE"kk2 6 q . Hence R C Ck is nonsingu-
lar as R C Ck D R.I C R−1Ck/ and kR−1Ckk2 6 2kR−1kpq 6 29 . Therefore, Ezk D
1
2 .R C Ck/−1CkE"k and it follows that
kEzkk2 6 12kR
−1k2kCkk2kE"kk2=

1 − 2
9

6 9
7
pkR−1k2kE"k22 6
1
7
w: (2.15)
Returning to rk , the above inequalities imply that
jrkj6 2
w
kEzkk2 C 1
w2
kEzkk22
6 15
7w
kEzkk2 6 13549wpkR
−1k2kE"kk22 6
15
49
: (2.16)
Considering (2.12), but with .1 C rk/−1=2 expanded three terms in a Taylor series,
gives
kE"kC1k22 D 2w2 − 2.A1=2Ec/T.A1=2Ec C Ezk/


1 − 1
2
rk C 38 .1 C γk/
−5=2r2k

(2.17)
for some γk with 0 6 jγkj 6 jrkj 6 1549 . The above expression can be simplified to
kE"kC1k22 D2.EzTk A1=2Ec/2=w2 C EzTk Ezk C .A1=2Ec/TEzkEzTk Ezk=w2
−2.A1=2Ec/T.A1=2Ec C Ezk/ 38 .1 C γk/−5=2r2k : (2.18)
Applying the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality and substituting in the lower bound on γk
yields
kE"kC1k22 6
22
7
kEzkk22 C
3
4

49
34
5=2
w.w C kEzkk2/r2k : (2.19)
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Finally, applying inequalities (2.15) and (2.16),
kE"kC1k2 6 .13/1=2kEzkk2 6 8pkR−1k2kE"kk22: (2.20)
Thus, as kE"kk2 6 q , then kE"kC1k2 6 kE"kk2 6 q and the inductive proof is complete.

There are two computational difficulties associated with applying method (2.5).
First, even with A reduced to tridiagonal form, the number of operations per iteration
is O.n3/. However, the quasi-Newton procedure, Broyden’s method [20,21] can be
applied in O.n2/ operations per iteration for this problem. A modified Broyden’s
method, analogous to method (2.5), has the form for k D 0; 1; 2; : : : ;
EvkC1 D Exk − HkF.Exk/;
ExkC1 D wEvkC1=.EvTkC1EvkC1/1=2;
HkC1 D Hk C .Esk − Hk Eyk/EsTk Hk=EsTk Hk Eyk; (2.21)
Eyk D F.ExkC1/ − F.Exk/;
Esk D ExkC1 − Exk;
where H0 D .F 0.Ex0//−1. With A tridiagonal, method (2.21) requires only O.n2/
operations per iteration and compares very well in accuracy with method (2.5). The
second difficulty associated with this method is that F 0.Exk/ is ill-conditioned for
n large. This leads to computational problems using either method (2.5) or (2.21).
To alleviate this problem, a special Krylov subspace procedure based on the Lanczos
method [22–24] was developed in the present investigation and is applied with meth-
od (2.5) to decompose A into a product of orthogonal and tridiagonal matrices at each
iteration. When applied with A reduced to tridiagonal form, this procedure also only
requires O.n2/ operations per iteration and significantly reduces the ill-conditioning
problem associated with F 0.Exk/ for n large.
In this procedure, the primary iteration is (2.5). However, to compute Ebk from the
linear system F 0.Exk/Ebk D Er at each iteration, a special technique explained below is
used. First, using the Lanczos method with initial vector Ec, matrix A is decomposed
in the form
AVc D VcTc; (2.22)
where V Tc Vc D I; Tc is tridiagonal, Kc D VcRc;Kc D TEc AEc    An−1EcU, and Rc D
TEe1 TcEe1    T n−1c Ee1U. For A tridiagonal, this decomposition can be performed in
O.n2/ operations. (Notice that this step can be skipped if matrix A is initially made
tridiagonal using the Lanczos method with vector Ec.) Next, it is noticed that
F 0.Exk/Ebk D Er; (2.23)
has the form
2KTx Ebk D KTc AEc; (2.24)
where Kx D TExk AExk    An−1 ExkU. Thus,
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Ebk D 12 .KTx /−1KTc AEc (2.25)
and
EbTk D 12 EcTAKcK−1x : (2.26)
The full nonsymmetric matrix Kx in (2.26) can be simplified by applying the
Lanczos method to matrix A with initial vector Exk . Then,
AVx D VxTx; (2.27)
where Tx is tridiagonal, V Tx Vx D I , and Kx D VxRx with Rx D TEe1 Tx Ee1   
T n−1x Ee1U. In the above, however, Rx and Rc are ill-conditioned so Ebk must be ex-
pressed without using Rx and Rc. To accomplish this, matrix M is defined as
M D RcR−1x : (2.28)
Then, EbTk becomes EbTk D 12 TEcTAVcRcR−1x V −1x U D 12 TEcTVcTcMV Tx U so
Ebk D kEck22 VxM
TTcEe1 (2.29)
as V Tc Ec D kEck2Ee1. Assuming that A is tridiagonal, Vx can be found by using the
Lanczos method in O.n2/ operations. (This step is required for each iteration k and
if A is not initially reduced to tridiagonal form, this step would require O.n3/ oper-
ations rather than O.n2/ operations.) Finally, by equating columns of the equation
MRx D Rc, upper triangular matrix M can be shown to satisfy
Ee1 D MEe1;
TcM D MTx: (2.30)
As Tc and Tx are tridiagonal, M can be efficiently calculated column by column using
(2.30) in O.n2/ operations. The following MATLAB procedure illustrates one way
M can be calculated.
M D sparse.n; n/;
M.1; 1/ D 1;
for i D 2 V n
v1 D M.1 V i; 1 V i − 1/  Tx.1 V i − 1; i − 1/;
v2 D Tc.1 V i; 1 V i − 1/  M.1 V i − 1; i − 1/;
v1.i/ D 0;
M.1 V i; i/ D .v2 − v1/=Tx.i; i − 1/;
end
The vector Ebk is now calculated using (2.29).
To summarize this procedure, method (2.5) is modified to the form
ExkC1 D w. 12 Exk C Ebk/=wk;
Ebk D kEck22 VxM
TTcEe1; (2.31)
wk D .. 12 Exk C Ebk/T. 12 Exk C Ebk//1=2;
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where the Lanczos method is used to find Tc; Tx; and Vx , and M is computed from
(2.30). Notice that this method avoids the ill-conditioned matrices F 0.Exk/; Rx , and
Rc and each iteration can be performed in O.n2/ arithmetical operations. As shown
in Section 4, computational results obtained using method (2.31) are more stable
than those obtained using methods (2.5) or (2.21).
3. An initial-value problem method
In this section, it is assumed that the n  n symmetric positive definite matrix
A satisfies kAk1 < 1. This assumption entails no loss of generality as A1=2Ec D
1=2.A=/1=2Ec for  a scalar and kA=k1 can be made less than unity by selecting
 sufficiently large.
Consider the initial-value problem
dEx.t/=dt D − 12 .At C .1 − t/I /−1.I − A/Ex.t/;
Ex.0/ D Ec: (3.1)
As .I − A/ is nonsingular and commutes with .At C .1 − t/I /−1, the solution of
this initial-value problem is
Ex.t/ D .At C .1 − t/I /1=2Ec: (3.2)
Hence, Ex.1/ D A1=2Ec. Furthermore, as shown in the following theorem, Ex.1/ D
A1=2Ec, where A1=2 is the positive definite square root of A.
Theorem 3.1. The solution Ex.t/ of (3.1) satisfies Ex.1/ D A1=2Ec, where A1=2 is the
positive definite square root of A.
Proof. First, as .At C .1 − t/I /−1.I − A/ is continuous on the interval 0 6 t 6 1,
system (3.1) has a unique solution on this interval [25]. Let Ex.t/ D PniD1 bi.t/Ezi ,
where Ezi ; 1 6 i 6 n, are orthogonal eigenvectors of A with respective eigenvalues
i; 1 6 i 6 n. Substituting this expression into (3.1) results in
dbi.t/=dt D − 12 .1 − i/.1 C .i − 1/t/−1bi.t/;
bi.0/ D EcTEzi=EzTi Ezi: (3.3)
The solution of (3.3) is
bi.t/ D .1 C .i − 1/t/1=2EcTEzi=EzTi Ezi for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n: (3.4)
It follows that the solution Ex.t/ at t D 1 is
Ex.1/ D
nX
iD1

1=2
i .EcTEzi/Ezi=EzTi Ezi D A1=2Ec; (3.5)
where A1=2 is the positive definite square root of A. 
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Before continuing, it is important to note that there are an infinite number of
initial-value problems whose solution at t D 1 is A1=2Ec. However, it is difficult to
find an initial-value problem as simple as (3.1) that has two important features.
The first feature is that the right-hand side of (3.1) contains no square roots and
is continuous for 0 6 t 6 1. The second feature, which will be shown below, is
that (3.1) can be solved numerically using O.n/ operations per iteration if A is
tridiagonal.
To estimate A1=2Ec, (3.1) is solved numerically from t D 0 to t D 1. The numerical
approximation obtained for Ex.1/ provides an estimate of A1=2Ec. There are, of course,
many accurate numerical schemes for solving initial-value system (3.1). A step-
control method is applied in the present investigation. (A step-control method is
applied here to reduce the total number of calculations required to achieve a specified
error. This allows a fair computational comparison of this method with the other
methods.) The step-control procedure applied here is based on the popular RKF
procedure [21,26] in which the results of two different Runge–Kutta methods (of
orders 4 and 5) are combined to estimate the error at each step and control the step
size.
Although not applied computationally in the present investigation, it is worth-
while to briefly consider the simple Euler’s method for this problem. Euler’s method
for system (3.1) has the form:
ExkC1 D Exk C 1tErk
.I − .I − A/tk/Erk D 12 .I − A/Exk (3.6)
for k D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N , where Ex0 D Ec, tk D k1t , and 1t D 1=N . Then, ExN  Ex.1/ D
A1=2Ec. In addition, if A is tridiagonal and positive definite (reduced initially to tridi-
agonal form), then only O.n/ operations are required per time step in Euler’s method
(3.6) to calculate ExkC1 from Exk. It is easy to see that this is likewise the case for
the RKF procedure. That is, numerical solution of (3.1) requires only O.n/ opera-
tions per iteration after initial reduction of A to tridiagonal form. Furthermore, it is
interesting to note that (3.6) can be put in the form
ExN D CN−1CN−2    C1C0Ec; (3.7)
where Ck D I − 1t2 .I − .I − A/tk/−1.I − A/ for k D 0; 1; 2; : : : ; N − 1. If 1t <
2.1 − kI − Ak2/=kI − Ak2, then it is straightforward to show that each Ck is sym-
metric positive definite. This result supports the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 and im-
plies that CN−1CN−2   C1C0 is an approximation to the positive definite square
root of A.
In Section 4, the two numerical methods (2.31) and (3.6) are computationally
compared for several matrices A. Computational experiments based on the biolog-
ical or physical examples described in [1] or [2] are not performed in the present
investigation.
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4. Computational comparisons
In computational experiments, five different forms for the n  n symmetric posi-
tive definite matrix A were considered. These were the following:
A1 D tridiagonal with diagonal elements 4 and off-diagonal elements − 1,
A2 D 12BTDB, where
B D

I −I
I I

with I the n=2  n=2 identity matrix and D a diagonal matrix with elements
dii D i for i D 1; 2; : : : ; n,
A3 D tridiagonal with diagonal elements 2 and off-diagonal elements − 1,
A4 D BTB, where bij D 1 for j 6 i and bij D 0 for j > i, and
A5 D n  n Hilbert matrix.
The size n of matrix A was selected to be n D 4, 8, 16, 32 and 64. The condition
numbers, kAk2kA−1k2, of the above matrices for these values of size n are tabulated
in Table 1.
In all the calculations, the vector Ec was assigned the entries ci D −1 for i odd
and ci D 3 for i even. (In order to check and compare computational results, a spe-
cific vector was selected for Ec rather than, for example, assigning Ec as a random
vector.) Five methods were computationally compared for calculating A1=2Ec. Meth-
ods (1.3) and (1.4), that involved first calculating A1=2 and then computing A1=2Ec,
were compared with Broyden method (2.21), the Newton–Lanczos procedure (2.31),
and the RKF method for (3.1). Iterations continued in the methods until the error
kF.Exk/k2 satisfied kF.Exk/k2 < 10−5 with F defined in (2.1). Iterations are defined
in the RKF procedure as the number of intervals, N, required to achieve the desired
accuracy. (Specifically, in the RKF procedure, the kth step length is decreased until
the estimated error in the l2-norm for the kth vector Exk falls below 10−8. This is per-
formed for k D 1; 2; 3; : : : until the final vector, ExN , is computed that approximates
Ex.1/ D A1=2Ec. Using this procedure, the final computed vector satisfied kF.ExN/k2 <
10−5 for each of the matrices studied.) The results of the computations for these five
Table 1
Condition numbers of matrix A for five values of size n
Matrix A n D 4 n D 8 n D 16 n D 32 n D 64
A1 2.36 2.77 2.93 2.98 3.00
A2 4.00 8.00 16.00 32.00 64.00
A3 9.47 32.2 116.5 440.7 1711.7
A4 29.3 113.5 437.7 1708.7 6740.7
A5 1:55  104 1:53  1010 2:02  1022 4:75  1046 3:48  1095
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methods for all the matrices studied are given in Table 2. A ‘’ in the table signifies
that the method failed to converge in 1000 iterations for that matrix.
Based on the calculational results obtained, which are summarized in Table 2, the
Newton–Lanczos method (2.31) and the RKF method (3.1) were the fastest methods
computationally for the matrices studied. (Recall that the computational work per
iteration is proportional to n3 for methods (1.3) and (1.4), proportional to n2 for
methods (2.21) and (2.31), and proportional to n for method (3.1).) Method (2.31)
is clearly superior to method (2.21) (as well as to (2.5)) as methods (2.21) and (2.5)
suffer from ill-conditioning as matrix size n increases. Methods (3.1) and (1.3) con-
verged for all matrices studied. However, method (3.1) is faster computationally than
method (1.3) for large matrices requiring only O.n/ operations per iteration although
the number of iterations required for convergence of method (3.1) appears to be
approximately proportional to
p
n.
5. Summary
Two numerical methods for calculating A1=2Ec, given an n  n symmetric positive
definite matrix Aand a vector Ec, were derived, analyzed, and computationally tested.
Table 2
Number of iterations to convergence for approximating A1=2Ec
Matrix Size n Method (1.3) Method (1.4) Method (2.21) Method (2.31) Method (3.1)
A1 4 3 4 230 4 2
A2 4 2 3 126 4 3
A3 4 4 5 30 5 4
A4 4 4 6 987 12 7
A5 4 7 10 * 14 55
A1 8 3 4 * 3 3
A2 8 2 3 * 6 6
A3 8 4 6 * 6 10
A4 8 5 7 * 65 14
A5 8 9 13 * * 78
A1 16 3 4 * 4 4
A2 16 3 4 * 8 8
A3 16 5 7 * 6 15
A4 16 6 8 * * 18
A5 16 10 * * * 92
A1 32 3 4 * 4 6
A2 32 3 4 * 7 12
A3 32 5 8 * 7 20
A4 32 6 9 * * 24
A5 32 10 * * * 105
A1 64 3 4 * 4 8
A2 64 3 4 * * 10
A3 64 6 8 * 7 25
A4 64 7 10 * * 30
A5 64 10 * * * 118
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The two methods only require either O.n2/ or O.n/ arithmetic operations per itera-
tion assuming that A is initially reduced to tridiagonal form. (Reduction to tridiagonal
form by Householder similarity transformations requires about 43n
3 operations but
is only performed once.) The first numerical method applies a Newton iteration to
a certain nonlinear system. To reduce problems associated with the solution of an
ill-conditioned linear system at each iteration, a special Krylov subspace procedure
is applied in this numerical method. The second numerical method approximately
solves a certain initial-value problem whose solution at t D 1 is A1=2Ec, where A1=2
is the positive definite square root of A. A step-control procedure based on the RKF
method was applied in the present investigation to numerically solve the initial-value
problem. Both the Newton–Lanczos method and the step-control method rapidly
converged for a variety of matrices studied. In particular, for large matrices, the two
methods appear to be computationally superior to the procedure of first calculat-
ing A1=2 and then computing the product A1=2Ec. Future work includes development
and analysis of efficient numerical methods for approximating A1=mEc for general
matrices A.
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